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Abstract. In this study, we introduce the absolute Mo¨bius divisor function U .n/. According to
some numerical computational evidence, we consider integer pairs .n;nC1/ satisfying; ' .n/D
' .nC1/D U .n/D U .nC1/ : Furthermore, we give some examples and proofs for our results.
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1. INTRODUCTION






i , where ! .n/ is the number of distinct prime factors of n
and each prime factor being counted only once. The divisor function .n/DPd jnd
and the Euler totient function '.n/ are widely studied in the field of elementary num-










Here, .d/ is the Mo¨bius -function. We investigate the absolute Mo¨bius divisor
function U , given by U.n/ D jP
d jn
.d/d j. If n is a square-free(resp., not square-
free) integer then U.n/ D '.n/(resp., U.n/ ¤ '.n/). For n 2 N, let us define the
function !0 .n/ is the number of odd primes factors of n. That is,
!0 .n/D

! .n/ ; if n is odd;
! .n/ 1; if n is even:
Ratat [11], who asked for which values of n the equation '.n/D '.nC 1/ holds
and gave n D 1, 3, 15, 104 for examples. In 1918, answering to Ratat’s question,
Goormaghtigh [6] gave nD 164, 194, 255, 495.
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Klee [8], Moser [10], Lal and Gillard [9], Ballew, Case and Higgins [3], Baillie
[1,2] and Erdo¨s, Pomerance and Sarkozy [5] studied for solutions to '.n/D '.nCk/.
On the other hand, there is an unsolved problem on the divisor function, which asks
that if .n/D .nC1/ infinitely often (see [7, p. 103], [13, p. 166]).
It should be mentioned that the Mo¨bius conjecture associated with the Mo¨bius
function have been studied by Bayad and Goubi [4].
Throughout the paper, p;q1; :::;q6 are distinct odd primes with q1< ::: < q6 unless
otherwise specified hereafter.
The aim of this article is to study an equation
'.n/D '.nC1/D U.n/D U.nC1/: (1.1)
More precisely, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. ( !0.n/;!0.nC1//D .1; t/ or .t;1/ with t  6)
Let 8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
Case 1/ nD p; nC1D 2QtiD1 qi or
Case 2/ nD 2QtiD1 qi ; nC1D p or
Case 3/ nD 2p; nC1DQtiD1 qi or
Case 4/ nDQtiD1 qi ; nC1D 2p:
(1.2)
Then there exist two pairs of .n;nC 1/D .194;195/ and .n;nC 1/D .5186;5187/
satisfying Eq. (1.1) and (1.2).
Remark 1. Let p;q;p1; :::;pt be distinct odd primes. Euler’s totient function '.n/
plays a key role in the RSA encryption. Given N D pq with p and q distinct odd
primes. If nD 2p(resp., p1   pt ) and nC1D p1   pt (resp., 2p) then the computa-
tion time of 2.pC1/q is more shorter than it of pq. Furthermore, we find N D pq
derived from 2.pC1/q.
Remark 2. Table 18 and Table 19 in Appendix give us examples of values of
U.n/ D U.nC 1/ and '.n/ D '.nC 1/ D U.n/ D U.nC 1/: We conjectured that
12 j U.n/ D U.nC 1/ except n D 1: In fact, if n ¤ 1, we note that 12 j '.n/ D
'.nC 1/D U.n/D U.nC 1/ and .!.n/;!.nC1//D .1; t/ or .t;1/ with t  6 by
Theorem 1.
2. LEMMAS FOR THEOREM 1 (.1; t/ OR .t;1/ WITH t  6)
To prove Theorem 1, we need following lemmas.
Lemma 1. ((!0.n/;!0.nC1//D .1;1/) Let p and q1 be distinct odd primes and
let 
nD p; nC1D 2q1 or
nD 2q1; nC1D p: (2.1)
Then there does not exist a pair of positive integers .n;nC1/ satisfying Eq. (1.1) and
(2.1).
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Proof. Assume that U .n/ D U .nC1/. It is easily check that p D q1. This is a
contradiction for p ¤ q1. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Remark 3. If the both p and 2pC1 are primes, then p is a Sophie Germain prime
(or safe prime). Then there does not exist a Sophie Germain prime p satisfying
U .2p/D U .q1/D ' .2p/D ' .q1/ by Lemma 1.
Lemma 2. Let q1;q2; : : : ;qr be distinct odd primes with q1 < q2 < :: : < qr and


















q 1j .j  1/: (2.3)



















q 1i 0 : (2.5)
Proof. It is trivial. 
The following lemma makes to reduce conditions of (1.2).
Lemma 3. Let pC1D 2q1   qs or p 1D 2q1   qs be positive integers, where
p;q1; :::;qs are distinct odd prime integers with s  2. Then there does not exist
n D p .resp:; nD 2q1   qs/ and nC 1 D 2q1   qs .resp:; nC1D p/ satisfying
'.n/D '.nC1/D U .n/D U .nC1/ :























































Thus the proof is completed by (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8). 
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Lemma 4. ((!0.n/;!0.nC 1// D .1;2/ or .2;1/) Let p, q1, q2 be distinct odd
prime integers with q1 < q2 and let8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
Case 1/ nD p; nC1D 2q1q2 or
Case 2/ nD 2q1q2; nC1D p or
Case 3/ nD 2p nC1D q1q2 or
Case 4/ nD q1q2; nC1D 2p:
(2.9)
Then we can not find positive integers n and nC1 satisfying (1.1) and (2.9).
Proof. Eq. (1.1) has no positive integers of n and nC1 in Case 1) and Case 2) by
Lemma 3. Thus, we consider Cases 3) and Case 4).
Case 3) Put nD 2p and nC1D q1q2 in (1.1). This yields that
p 1D U .2p/D U .q1q2/D .q1 1/.q2 1/ and .q1 2/.q2 2/D 1:
This is completed the Case 3).
Case 4) Finally, we consider Eq. (1.1) with nD q1q2 and nC1D 2p. Similarly,
we get .q1 2/.q2 2/D  1 and q1 D q2 D 3. Thus, for this case, we cannot find
distinct odd prime integers q1 and q2 satisfying Eq. (1.1). Therefore, we prove
Lemma 4. 
Remark 4. Using Mathematica 11.0, we find odd primes p;q1;q2 satisfying
.q1 1/.q2 1/D .p 1/ with p < 200.
But these odd primes p;q1 and q2 in the Table 1 do not satisfy nD 2p and nC1D
q1q2.
Lemma 5. ((!0.n/;!0.nC1//D .1;3/ or .3;1/) Let p, q1, q2 and q3 be distinct
odd prime integers with q1 < q2 < q3 and let8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
Case 1/ nD p; nC1D 2q1q2q3 or
Case 2/ nD 2q1q2q3; nC1D p or
Case 3/ nD 2p; nC1D q1q2q3 or
Case 4/ nD q1q2q3; nC1D 2p:
(2.10)
Then there exists an unique pair of .n;nC1/D .194;195/ satisfying (1.1) and (2.10).
Proof. To prove Lemma 5, we need to check Case 3) and Case 4) only by Lemma
3.
Recall the identity
.p 1/D .q1 1/.q2 1/.q3 1/ : (2.11)
We consider two cases step by step.
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< 1: Thus we cannot find
distinct odd primes q1, q2, q3 satisfying Eq. (2.12) with q1  5.
Assume q1 D 3. Then we have
p 1D 2.q2 1/.q3 1/ and 2pC1D 3q2q3: (2.13)
By (2.13), it is easy to see that
q2 4 q3 4 .q2;q3/ 2pC1 p prime
1 9 .5;13/ 195 97 O
Therefore, an unique solution of this case is .n;nC1/D .194;195/.




























> 1 and 1  1
q1q2q3
< 1 with q1  5. Thus, we con-
sider the only prime q1 D 3. An equation (2.14) yields .q2 4/.q3 4/ D 11 and
.q2;q3/D .5;15/. But q3 is not a prime integer.
This proves the lemma. 
Remark 5. Using Mathematica 11.0, we find the number of odd prime pairs
.p;q1;q2;q3/ satisfying U.2p/ D p   1 D .q1   1/.q2   1/.q3   1/ D U.q1q2q3/
with p < 400 as follows in the Table 2.
Lemma 6. ((!0.n/;!0.nC 1//D .1;4/ or .4;1/) Let p;q1;q2;q3;q4 be distinct
odd prime integers with q1 < q2 < q3 < q4 and let
Case 3/ nD 2p nC1D q1q2q3q4 or
Case 4/ nD q1q2q3q4; nC1D 2p: (2.15)
Then there exists an unique pairs of .n;nC1/ D .5186;5197/ satisfying (1.1) and
(2.15).
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 5.

Remark 6. Let n D 2p and nC 1 DQliD1pi ( or n  1 D lQ
iD1
pi /, where pi are
distinct odd prime integers with p1 < p2 <    < pl . Assume '.n/ D '.nC 1/ D
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Here, p Œi  is the i -th prime integer. Inequality (2.17) yields on the Table 3.









255993169428654728093503918276240568080769187150768754091 and the digit
of nC1( or n 1) is greater than 627 with l  229.
Lemma 7. Let p;q1;q2;q3;q4;q5 be distinct odd prime integers with q1 < q2 <
q3 < q4 < q5 and let
Case 3/ nD 2p; nC1D q1q2q3q4q5 or
Case 4/ nD q1q2q3q4q5 nC1D 2p: (2.18)
Then there does not exist n and nC1 satisfying (1.1) and (2.18).
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 4. 
As a result, from Lemma 1, Lemma 4, Lemma 5, Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, there
exist two pairs of .n;nC 1/ D .194;195/ and .n;nC 1/ D .5186;5187/ satisfying
Eq. (1.1) and (1.2).
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3. LEMMAS FOR THEOREM 1 (.1;6/ OR .6;1/)
To prove Theorem 1, we need following lemmas.
Lemma 8. Let q2; : : : ;q6 be distinct odd primes integers greater than 3 and let
S D fq2;q3;q4;q5;q6g, S 0D fqi 2 S jqi  1 .mod 3/g and S 00D S  S 0. If #S 0




















.qi  1/ 0 .mod 3/ :
(3.2)












.qi  1/ 6 0 . mod 3/ :
(3.3)
From Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3), our claim follows. 
Remark 7. Let ay´ b .yC´/Cd D 0 with a 2N and b;d 2Z. Here,Z denotes
the set of ring of integers. More precisely, we can write it as
.ay b/.a´ b/D ad Cb2: (3.4)
If Eq. (3.4) have (at least one) positive integer solutions .y;´/ then there exist (at
least one) positive integers di satisfying8<:
di
ˇˇ ad Cb2;
di Cb  0 .mod a/ ;
 adCb2
di
 0 .mod a/ :
(3.5)
We can focus our attention to identity, namely, Eq. (1.1) with !0.n/D 1
.resp:; !0.n/D 6/ and !0.nC1/D 6 .resp:; !0.nC1/D 1/.
Lemma 9. Let p;q1; : : : ;q6 be distinct odd primes and let
Case 3/ nD 2p; nC1D q1 : : :q6 or
Case 4/ nD q1 : : :q6; nC1D 2p (3.6)
with q1 < :: : < q6. Then, we cannot find 7-tuples .p;q1; : : : ;q6/ primes satisfying
Eq. (3.6).
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Proof. Since the proof is very similar, we consider only Case 3) and Case 4) by
Lemma 3. By the Table 3, we can obtain q1 D 3:
First, we consider the Case 3), that is,
nD 2p;
nC1D 2pC1D 3q2 : : :q6; (3.7)
where q1; : : : ;q6 are distinct odd primes with 3 < q2 < :: : < q6:
























.qi  1/ : (3.9)













  1: Here, p Œi  is the i -th prime integer.
That is, p Œ1D 2; p Œ2D 3; : : :
Since f .p Œ5/ D   2858
62491
< 0 and f .p Œ6/ D 37796
2800733
> 0, the set of possible





















.qi  1/ : (3.12)
In Eq. (3.10), if q3  1 .mod 5/ ; then L:H:S 6 R:H:S .mod 5/ and so,
q3 6 1 .mod 5/ : (3.13)
Furthermore, we get
















 1: Then, we observe that
f1 .p Œ16/D  2023246390045 < 0;
f1 .p Œ17/D 14498685602215 > 0:
(3.15)
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Possible prime integers for q3 are 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53 by (3.13),
(3.14) and (3.15).
Case 3-a) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;17/. Similarly, we consider
3517q4q5q6 3D 162.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.16)













 1: Then, we observe that
f2 .p Œ134/ < 0 and f2 .p Œ135/ > 0: (3.17)
It is easily checked that
255q4 < 256.q4 1/ and q4 > 256: (3.18)
On the other hand, if q4  1 .mod 5/ or q4  1 .mod 17/, then Eq. (3.16) has no





Let f3.x/ WD  255xy´C 3C 256.x   1/.y   1/.´  1/. Inserting x 2 P1 into
f3.x/, we have Table 4. Eight Diophantine equations 65539 65536.yC´/Cy´D
0, 67075 67072.yC´/C7y´D 0, 70659 70656y 70656´C21y´D 0, 90115 
90112.yC ´/C 97y´ D 0, 101379  101376y   101376´C 141y´ D 0, 119299 
119296.yC´/C211y´D 0, 139779 139776y 139776´C291y´D 0, 183811 
183808.yC´/C463y´D 0 have integer solutions .y;´/ using (3.5). But solutions
.y;´/ of these Diophantine equations have not pairs of prime integer solutions.
Therefore, Eq. (3.16) has no solution.




An inequality 95q4 < 96.q4 1/ deduces the lower bound for q4, that is,
q4 > 96: (3.20)














Inequalities f4 .p Œ60/ < 0 and f4 .p Œ61/ > 0 deduce the upper bound for q4, that
is,
q4  pŒ60D 281: (3.21)
If q4  1 .mod 5/ or q4  1 .mod 19/, then Eq. (3.19) has no solution. Thus, the
set of possible prime integers for q4 is P2 WD f97;103;107;109;113;127;137;
139;149;157;163;167;173;179;193, 197;199;223;227;233;239;257, 263, 269, 277g.
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Let f5.x/ WD  95xy´C 3C 96.x   1/.y   1/.´  1/. We derive Table 5. Four
Diophantine equations 99217 9216y 9216´Cy´D 0, 9793 9792y 9792´C
7y´D 0, 10369 10368y 10368´C13y´D 0, 13249 13248y 13248´C43y´D
0 have integer solutions .y;´/ by (3.5), but these solutions are not pairs of prime in-
tegers. Therefore, Eq. (3.19) has no solution.
Case 3-c) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;23/. Consider
3523q4q5q6 3D 1622.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.22)
Since 345q4 < 352.q4 1/ the lower bound of possible prime q4 is 53.














The upper bound of possible prime q4 is 139 since f6 .p Œ34/< 0 and f6 .p Œ35/>
0. Similarly, if q4  1 .mod 5/ or q4  1 .mod 23/ has no solution. Thus, the set
of possible primes for q4 is f53;59;67;73;79;83;89;97;103;
107;109;113;127;137g.
Let f7.x/ WD  345xy´C352.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C3.
We derive Table 6. According to the Table 6, we have no pairs of prime integer
solutions .y;´/. Therefore, Eq. (3.22) has no solution.
Case 3-d) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;29/. Consider
435q4q5q6 3D 448.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.23)
Since 435q4 < 448.q4 1/ the lower bound of possible prime q4 is 37.














The upper bound of possible prime q4 is 97 since f8 .p Œ25/ < 0 and f8 .p Œ26/ >
0. If q4  1 .mod 5/ and q4  1 .mod 29/ then Eq. (3.23) has no solution.
Let f9.x/ WD  435xy´C448.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C3.
Similarly, we get Table 7. According to the Table 7, there are no pairs of integer
solutions .y;´/ 2ZZ.
Case 3-e) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;37/. In (3.8), put .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;37/. Then
185q4q5q6 1D 192.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.24)
Here,
q4 > 37; q4 6 1 .mod 5/ and q4 6 1 .mod 37/: (3.25)














f10 .p Œ21/ < 0 and f10 .p Œ22/ > 0: (3.26)
Let f11.x/ WD  185xy´C 192.x  1/.y  1/.´  1/C 1. Combining (3.24), (3.25)
and (3.26), we have Table 8 for the set of possible primes q4 and f11.q4/.
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Similarly, we get Table 8. Using the methods of Case 3-d) these Diophantine
equations have no .y;´/ 2ZZ.
Case 3-f) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;43/ or .3;5;47/ or .3;5;53/. In (3.8), put q3D 43 or




Let f12.x/ WD  215xy´C 224.x   1/.y   1/.´  1/C 1, f13.x/ WD  705xy´C
736.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C3 and f14.x/ WD 795xy´C832.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C3.
Similarly, using the same method of Case 3-d), we get Table 9. It is easily checked
that seven Diophantine equations have no integer solutions.
Next, we consider Eq. (3.11) with q1 D 3 and q2 D 7.














Since f15.pŒ9/ D   331025355343 < 0 and f15.pŒ10/ D 1303209546481 > 0, the set of pos-
sible primes for q3 is f11;13;17;19;23g. Next, we consider (3.11) with
q3 D 11;13;17;19;23 step by step.
Case 3-g) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;7;11/. In (3.11), put .q1;q2;q3/D .3;7;11/. That is,
we consider
77q4q5q6 1D 80.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.27)
Similarly, we obtain the lower bound of possible prime integers q4 is 29 and the
upper bound of possible prime integers q4 is 73. If q4  1 .mod 7/ or q4  1
.mod 11/ then Eq. (3.27) has no solution. Thus, the set of possible primes of q4
is f31;37;41;47;53;61;73g. Let f16.x/ WD  77xy´C80.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C1.
Similarly, using the same method of Case 3-d), we get Table 10. Two Diophantine
equations 2881 2880.yC´/C31y´D 0 and 3201 3200.yC´/C43y´D 0 have
integer solutions .y;´/ but not pairs of prime integers. Therefore, it is easily checked
that eight Diophantine equations have no pairs of prime integer solutions .y;´/.
Case 3-h) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;7;13/. In (3.11), put .q1;q2;q3/D .3;7;13/. Then
91q4q5q6 1D 96.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.28)
Let f17.x/ WD  91xy´C96.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C1.
Similarly, we have Table 11. If we use (3.5), then five Diophantine equations have
no .y;´/ 2ZZ. Thus, Eq. (3.28) has no solution.
Case 3-i) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;7;17/ or .3;7;19/. Given two equations
119q4q5q6 1D 128.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/ and
133q4q5q6 1D 144.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/;
we consider two Diophantine equations f18.x/ WD 119xy´C128.x 1/.y 1/.´ 
1/C1 and f19.x/ WD  133xy´C144.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C1.
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Similarly, we have Table 12. Six Diophantine equations have no .y;´/ 2ZZ.
Case 3-j) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;7;23/. In (3.11), put .q1;q2;q3/D .3;7;23/. Then
161q4q5q6 1D 176.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.29)
The lower bound and upper bound of possible primes q4 is 29. But, 29 1 .mod 7/.
So, we cannot find pairs of prime integers of (3.29).
Next, we consider Eq. (3.12) with q1 D 3 and q2 D 11, that is,
33q3q4q5q6 3D 40.q3 1/.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.30)














Since f20.pŒ7/ < 0 and f20.pŒ8/ > 0, the set of possible primes q3 is f13;17g.
Thus, we solve the equation (3.12) one by one.
Case 3-k) .q1;q2;q3/ D .3;11;13/ and .3;11;17/. Let f21.x/ WD  143xy´C
160.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C1 and f22.x/ WD 561xy´C640.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C3.
Then we get Table 13. Three Diophantine equations have no pairs of integer solu-
tions.
Therefore, we cannot find 7-tuples of prime integers (p, q1, ..., q6) for Case 3) by
Case 3-a)Case 3-k).
Second, we consider the Case 4), that is, nD 3q2   q6 and nC1D 2p.












qi  1 6 4
6Y
iD2
.qi  1/ .mod 3/ with q2  1 .mod 3/: (3.32)













  1: Since f23 .p Œ5/ D   1457603187041
and f23 .p Œ6/ D 8722646323 , we have the set of possible primes q2 satisfying (3.31) isf5;11g.








Similar to (3.14) and (3.15), we derive that the lower bound and upper bound
of possible prime integers q3 are 17 and 53. The equation (3.33) deduces q3 6
1 .mod 3/ and q3 6 1 .mod 5/. Therefore, the set of possible prime integers q3
satisfying (3.33) is f17;23;29;47;53g.
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Case 4-a) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;17/. In (3.31), put .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;17/. Then
255q4q5q6 1D 256.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.34)
Using the same method in Case 3-a), we have the same lower bound and upper bound
of possible primes q4 in Case 3-a). Furthermore, we get q4 6 1 .mod 3/, q4 6 1
.mod 5/ and q4 6 1 .mod 17/ by (3.34).
Let f24.x/ D f3.x/  2 D  255q4q5q6C 1C 256.q4   1/.q5   1/.q6   1/: We
have the following Table 14. Two Diophantine equations 65537  65536.yC ´/C
y´D 0 and 90113   90112.yC´/C 97y´D 0 have pairs of integer solutions .y;´/
satisfying f24.x/D 0 but these are not pairs of primes.
Therefore, Eq. (3.34) has no solution.
Case 4-b) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;23/. In (3.31), put .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;23/. Then
345q4q5q6 1D 352.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.35)
It is easy to see that the lower bound and upper bound of possible primes q4 are same
numbers in Case 3-c). Furthermore, we get q4 6 1 .mod 3/, q4 6 1 .mod 5/ and
q4 6 1 .mod 23/ by (3.35).
Thus, the set of possible primes for q4 is f53;59;83;89;107;113;137g.
Let f25.x/D f7.x/ 2 WD  345xy´C352.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C1.
We derive Table 15. Diophantine equations have no pairs of integer solutions
.y;´/.
Case 4-c) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;29/. In (3.31), put .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;29/. Then
435q4q5q6 1D 448.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.36)
It is easy to see that the lower bound and upper bound of possible primes q4 are same
numbers in Case 3-d). Furthermore, we get q4 6 1 .mod 3/, q4 6 1 .mod 5/ and
q4 6 1 .mod 29/ by (3.36).
Let f26.x/D f9.x/  2 WD  435xy´C 448.x  1/.y  1/.´  1/C 1. Similarly,
we get Table 16. There is no integer solution .y;´/ 2ZZ.
Case 4-d) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;5;47/ and .3;5;53/. Let f27.x/ WD 705xy´C736.x 
1/.y 1/.´ 1/C1 and f28.x/ WD  795xy´C832.x 1/.y 1/.´ 1/C1.
Then we get Table 17. Three Diophantine equations have no pairs of integer solu-
tions. Next, we consider the equation (3.12) with q1 D 3 and q2 D 11. It is easily
checked that q3 6 1 .mod 3/ and q3 6 1 .mod 11/ by (3.12). So, we only consider
a prime q3 D 17.
Case 4-e) .q1;q2;q3/D .3;11;17/. Consider
561q4q5q6 1D 640.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/: (3.37)
Similarly, the possible prime q4 satisfying (3.37) is 19. Let f29.x/ WD 561q4q5q6C
640.q4 1/.q5 1/.q6 1/C1.
Then the Diophantine equation f29.19/D 11523 11520y 11520´C861y´D 0
has no pairs of integer solutions .y;´/.
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Therefore, we complete the proof of Lemma 9. 
As a result, from Lemma 9, there does not exist satisfying Eq. (1.1) and (1.2).
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemma 1, Lemma 4, Lemma 5, Lemma 6, Lemma 7
and Lemma 9, we complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
APPENDIX
TABLE 1. Primes p, q and r
p .p;q1;q2/ .2pC1;q1;q2/ p .p;q1;r1/ .2pC1;q1;q2/
13 .13;3;7/ .27;21/ 97 .97;7;17/ .195;119/
37 .37;3;19/ .75;57/ 109 .109;7;19/ .219;133/
41 .41;5;11/ .83;55/ 113 .113;5;29/ .227;145/
61 .61;3;31/ .123;93/ 157 .157;3;79/ .315;237/
61 .61;7;11/ .123;77/ 181 .181;7;31/ .363;217/
73 .73;3;37/ .147;111/ 181 .181;11;19/ .363;209/
73 .73;5;19/ .147;95/ 193 .193;3;97/ .387;291/
73 .73;7;13/ .147;91/ 193 .193;13;17/ .387;221/
89 .89;5;23/ .179;115/
TABLE 2. Primes p, q1, q2 and q3
p .q1;q2;q3/ 2p q1q2q3 1 q1q2q3C1 U.n/DU.nC1/
D '.n/D '.nC1/
97 .3;5;13/ 194 194 196 O
193 .3;7;17/ 386 356 358 
241 .3;5;31/ 482 464 466 
241 .3;11;13/ 482 428 430 
241 .5;7;11/ 482 384 386 
337 .3;5;43/ 674 644 646 
337 .3;7;29/ 674 608 610 
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TABLE 3. Bound of prime p1 with respect to l
l possible prime p1
l  3 p1 D 3
l  7 p1 D 3;5
l  15 p1 D 3;5;7
l  27 p1 D 3;5;7;11
l  41 p1 D 3;5;7;11;13
l  62 p1 D 3;5;7;11;13;17
l  85 p1 D 3;5;7;11;13;17;19
l  115 p1 D 3;5;7;11;13;17;19;23
l  150 p1 D 3;5;7;11;13;17;19;23;29
l  186 p1 D 3;5;7;11;13;17;19;23;29;31
l  229 p1 D 3;5;7;11;13;17;19;23;29;31;37
TABLE 4. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-a
x f3.x/ x f3.x/
257 65539 65536.yC´/Cy´ 263 67075 67072.yC´/C7y´
269 68611 68608.yC´/C13y´ 277 70659 70656.yC´/C21y´
283 72195 72192.yC´/C27y´ 293 74755 74752.yC´/C37y´
313 79875 79872.yC´/C57y´ 317 80899 80896.yC´/C61y´
337 86019 86016.yC´/C81y´ 347 88579 88576.yC´/C91y´
349 89091 89088.yC´/C93y´ 353 90115 90112.yC´/C97y´
359 91651 91648.yC´/C103y´ 367 93699 93696.yC´/C111y´
373 95235 95232.yC´/C117y´ 379 96771 96768.yC´/C123y´
383 97795 97792.yC´/C127y´ 389 99331 99328.yC´/C133y´
397 101379 101376.yC´/C141y´ 419 107011 107008.yC´/C163y´
433 110595 110592.yC´/C177y´ 439 112131 112128.yC´/C183y´
449 114691 114688.yC´/C193y´ 457 116739 116736.yC´/C201y´
463 118275 118272.yC´/C207y´ 467 119299 119296.yC´/C211y´
479 122371 122368.yC´/C223y´ 487 124419 124416.yC´/C231y´
499 127491 127488.yC´/C243y´ 503 128515 128512.yC´/C247y´
509 130051 130048.yC´/C253y´ 523 133635 133632.yC´/C267y´
547 139779 139776.yC´/C291y´ 557 142339 142336.yC´/C301y´
563 143875 143872.yC´/C307y´ 569 145411 145408.yC´/C313y´
577 147459 147456.yC´/C321y´ 587 150019 150016.yC´/C331y´
593 151555 151552.yC´/C337y´ 599 153091 153088.yC´/C343y´
607 155139 155136.yC´/C351y´ 617 157699 157696.yC´/C361y´
619 158211 158208.yC´/C363y´ 643 164355 164352.yC´/C387y´
653 166915 166912.yC´/C397y´ 659 168451 168448.yC´/C403y´
673 172035 172032.yC´/C417y´ 677 173059 173056.yC´/C421y´
683 174595 174592.yC´/C427y´ 709 181251 181248.yC´/C453y´
719 183811 183808.yC´/C463y´ 727 185859 185856.yC´/C471y´
733 187395 187392.yC´/C477y´ 739 188931 188928.yC´/C483y´
743 189955 189952.yC´/C487y´ 757 193539 193536.yC´/C501y´
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TABLE 5. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-b
x f5.x/ x f5.x/
97 9217 9216.yC´/Cy´ 103 9793 9792.yC´/C7y´
107 10177 10176.yC´/C11y´ 109 10369 10368.yC´/C13y´
113 10753 10752.yC´/C17y´ 127 12097 12096.yC´/C31y´
137 13057 13056.yC´/C41y´ 139 13249 13248.yC´/C43y´
149 14209 14208.yC´/C53y´ 157 14977 14976.yC´/C61y´
163 15553 15552.yC´/C67y´ 167 15937 15936.yC´/C71y´
173 16513 16512.yC´/C77y´ 179 17089 17088.yC´/C83y´
193 18433 18432.yC´/C97y´ 197 18817 18816.yC´/C101y´
199 19009 19008.yC´/C103y´ 223 21313 21312.yC´/C127y´
227 21697 21696.yC´/C131y´ 233 22273 22272.yC´/C137y´
239 22849 22848.yC´/C143y´ 257 24577 24576.yC´/´C161y´
263 25153 25152.yC´/C167y´ 269 25729 25728.yC´/C173y´
277 26497 26496.yC´/C181y´
TABLE 6. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-c
x f7.x/ x f7.x/
53 18307 18304.yC´/C19y´ 59 20419 20416.yC´/C61y´
67 23235 23232.yC´/C117y´ 73 25347 25344.yC´/C159y´
79 27459 27456.yC´/C201y´ 83 28867 28864.yC´/C229y´
89 30979 30976.yC´/C271y´ 97 33795 33792.yC´/C327y´
109 38019 38016.yC´/C411y´ 113 39427 39424.yC´/C439y´
127 44355 44352.yC´/C537y´ 137 47875 47872.yC´/C607y´
TABLE 7. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-d
x f9.x/ x f9.x/
37 16131 16128.yC´/C33y´ 43 18819 18816.yC´/C111y´
47 20611 20608.yC´/C163y´ 53 23299 23296.yC´/C241y´
67 29571 29568.yC´/C423y´ 73 32259 32256.yC´/C501y´
79 34947 34944.yC´/C579y´ 83 36739 36736.yC´/C631y´
89 39427 39424.yC´/C709y´ 97 43011 43008.yC´/C813y´
TABLE 8. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-e
x f11.x/ x f11.x/
43 8065 8064.yC´/C109y´ 47 8833 8832.yC´/C137y´
53 9985 9984.yC´/C179y´ 59 11137 11136.yC´/C221y´
67 12673 12672.yC´/C277y´ 73 13825 13824.yC´/C319y´
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TABLE 9. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-f
x f12.x/D 0 x f12.x/D 0
47 10305D 10304.yC´/ 199y´ 53 11649D 11648.yC´/ 253y´
59 12993D 12992.yC´/ 307y´ 67 14785D 14784.yC´/ 379y´
x f13.x/D 0 x f13.x/D 0
53 38275D 38272.yC´/ 907y´ 59 42691D 42688.yC´/ 1093y´
x f14.x/D 0
59 48259D 48256.yC´/ 1351y´
TABLE 10. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-g
x f16.x/ x f16.x/
31 2401 2400.yC´/C13y´ 37 2881 2880.yC´/C31y´
41 3201 3200.yC´/C43y´ 47 3681 3680.yC´/C61y´
53 4161 4160.yC´/C79y´ 59 4641 4640.yC´/C97y´
61 4801 4800.yC´/C103y´ 73 5761 5760.yC´/C139y´
TABLE 11. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-h
x f17.x/D 0 x f17.x/D 0
23 2113D 2112.yC´/ 19y´ 31 2881D 2880.yC´/ 59y´
37 3457D 3456.yC´/ 89y´ 41 3841D 3840.yC´/ 109y´
47 4417D 4416.yC´/ 139y´
TABLE 12. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-i
x f18.x/D 0 x f18.x/D 0
19 2305D 2304.yC´/ 43y´ 23 2817D 2816.yC´/ 79y´
31 3841D 3840.yC´/ 151y´ 37 4609D 4608.yC´/ 205y´
x f19.x/D 0 x f19.x/D 0
23 3169D 3168.yC´/ 109y´ 31 4321D 4320.yC´/ 197y´
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TABLE 13. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 3-k
x f21.x/D 0 x f22.x/D 0
13 1921D 1920.yC´/ 61y´ 19 11523D 11520.yC´/ 861y´
17 2561D 2560.yC´/ 129y´
TABLE 14. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 4-a
x f24.x/ x f24.x/
257 65537 65536.yC´/Cy´ 263 67073 67072.yC´/C7y´
269 68609 68608.yC´/C13y´ 293 74753 74752.yC´/C37y´
317 80897 80896.yC´/C61y´ 347 88577 88576.yC´/C91y´
353 90113 90112.yC´/C97y´ 359 91649 91648.yC´/C103y´
383 97793 97792.yC´/C127y´ 389 99329 99328.yC´/C133y´
419 107009 107008.yC´/C163y´ 449 114689 114688.yC´/C193y´
467 119297 119296.yC´/C211y´ 479 122369 122368.yC´/C223y´
503 128513 128512.yC´/C247y´ 509 130049 130048.yC´/C253y´
557 142337 142336.yC´/C301y´ 563 143873 143872.yC´/C307y´
569 145409 145408.yC´/C313y´ 587 150017 150016.yC´/C331y´
593 151553 151552.yC´/C337y´ 599 153089 153088.yC´/C343y´
617 157697 157696.yC´/C361y´ 653 166913 166912.yC´/C397y´
659 168449 168448.yC´/C403y´ 677 173057 173056.yC´/C421y´
683 174593 174592.yC´/C427y´ 719 183809 183808.yC´/C463y´
743 189953 189952.yC´/C487y´
TABLE 15. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 4-b
x f25.x/ x f25.x/
53 18305 18304.yC´/C19y´ 59 20417 20416.yC´/C61y´
83 28865 28864.yC´/C229y´ 89 30977 30976.yC´/C271y´
107 37313 37312.yC´/C397y´ 113 39425 39424.yC´/C439y´
137 47873 47872.yC´/C607y´
TABLE 16. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 4-c
x f26.x/ x f26.x/
47 20609 20608.yC´/C163y´ 53 23297 23296.yC´/C241y´
83 36737 36736.yC´/C631y´ 89 39425 39424.yC´/C709y´
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TABLE 17. Diophantine equations for Lemma 9 Case 4-d
x f28.x/D 0 x f29.x/D 0
53 38273D 38272.yC´/ 907y´ 59 48257D 48256.yC´/ 1351y´
59 42689D 42688.yC´/ 1093y´
TABLE 18. Values of U.n/D U.nC 1/ for  1 n 105. Except
1, 12 jU.n/D U.nC1/
n nC1 Factor of n Factor of nC1 U.n/DU.nC1/
168 169 2337 132 12
194 195 297 3513 96
350 351 2527 3313 24
1368 1369 233219 372 36
1628 1629 221137 32181 360
3705 3706 351319 217109 1728
5186 5187 22593 371319 2592
6929 6930 13241 2325711 480
7475 7476 521323 223789 1056
25545 25546 3513131 253241 12480
26047 26048 7612 261137 360
26864 26865 242373 335199 1584
28251 28252 324373 2271009 6048
34936 34937 2311397 722331 3960
37248 37249 27397 1932 192
56574 56575 22329163 522269 9072
65575 65576 523771 22313421 10080
81732 81733 22372139 37472 1656
82368 82969 26321113 72412 240
87308 87309 22132373 3289109 19008
87367 87368 721783 2367163 10692
88450 88451 2522961 1121743 6720
91539 91539 3271453 22523199 17424
TABLE 19. Values of '.n/D '.nC1/D U.n/D U.nC1/ for  1 n 106
n nC1 Factor of n Factor of nC1 U.n/ Factor of U .n/
1 2   1 
194 195 297 3513 96 253
3705 3706 351319 217109 1728 2633
5186 5187 22593 371319 2592 2534
25545 25546 3513131 253141 12480 263513
388245 388246 351113181 21719601 172800 283352
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